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The superfood investment
The prominence of commercial real estate debt as
a strategy within both the
private debt and real estate
investment circles has been
growing for some time. The
strategy has caught the
attention of investors due
to the stable income returns
and portfolio diversification
it offers.
In an interview with
PDI last year, Jack Gay, TH
Real Estate’s global head of
debt, dubbed commercial
real estate debt the “superfood” of the real
estate investment industry. “It may not be as
appetising as equity, but it’s really good for
your portfolio.”
He is not alone in this sentiment. Against a
backdrop of volatility in the real estate equity
market, elevated valuations and heightened
uncertainty, the strategy is increasingly
sought after for the relative value it offers
compared with fixed income and direct real
estate. Today, commercial real estate debt is
less of a niche play and more of a mainstream
proposition.
That is why, in partnership with TH Real
Estate, PDI decided to launch its first-ever
study of investor appetite for commercial real
estate debt funds. Over the past few months,
we have sought the views of limited partners
around the globe on why they invest in the
strategy, how they approach it and which
methods they use for benchmarking.
The results of the survey, starting on p. 7,
are a valuable insight into the views of the
investor community today. Over the course
of the survey, we reveal which markets investors are focused on and the kinds of returns
they expect. Perhaps predictably, the US and

European markets remain
a focus, but we also see
strong appetite for other
jurisdictions, notably
Australia. Investors also
reveal their investment
priorities in terms of asset
allocation and manager
selection.
The survey is accompanied by insights from
key members of TH Real
Estate’s global investment
team who offer perspectives on the most active
jurisdictions in the commercial real estate
debt world. The report also features an exclusive interview with Seunghoon Lee (p. 16),
head of Korean Teachers’ Credit Union’s overseas real estate investment team, who gives
an investor’s perspective on the future of this
burgeoning asset class.
Enjoy the report

Andrew Woodman
Special Projects Editor

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
HAVE YOUR SAY
andrew.woodman@peimedia.com
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ANALYSIS

OVERVIEW

Five things to know
about CRE debt today
Commercial real estate debt is gaining traction among investors as an alternative
to more traditional modes of real estate investing, but why? PDI looks at some of the
driving factors behind this increasingly relevant asset class

INVESTORS ARE BETTER EDUCATED
Classifying commercial real estate debt has
traditionally been a challenge for investors.
The asset class differs significantly from traditional real estate and other forms of fixed
income investment. In his interview with
PDI (p. 22),TH Real Estate’s head of origination for the Americas, Jason Hernandez,
describes it as an in-between product that
has traditionally lacked a home among pension funds. But that has changed. Investors
now recognise the relative value of commercial real estate debt versus other real
estate alternatives and the stability of the
underlying credit.

Investors like the KoreanTeachers’ Credit
Union (p. 16) were arguably at the forefront
of this trend. Over the past five years, KTCU
has increased its overseas real estate portfolio – of which commercial real estate debt
is a part – from just 3 percent to over 11
percent. Not only has CRE debt increased
its appeal among the investor community
but it is also more accessible.The regulatory
pressures brought about by Basel III and the
Dodd-Frank Act that restricted bank lending have created opportunities for investors
to access the asset class through alternative
fund managers.

BREXIT HAS NOT TAKEN THE SHINE OFF EUROPE
While Europe doesn’t have the scale and
the maturity of the US market, it still ranks
as the second most appealing. According
to our survey (p. 12), the vast majority
of investors see the UK and continental
Europe as anywhere between moderately
attractive and extremely attractive. Brexit
is unlikely to change that.
Christian Janssen, head of European
debt at TH Real Estate, explains (p. 24)
that the UK remains the largest real estate
market in Europe. The market’s liquidity,
transparency and better legal protections – when compared with the continent or even the US – makes it a draw
4

for commercial real estate lenders. While
the European private debt industry was
a late bloomer – having only taken off in
the wake of the financial crisis – the range
of options for investors is expanding and
becoming more sophisticated.
The uncertainty brought by Brexit will
create some headwinds. The most notable will be delayed investment decisions
in the run up to March 2019, when the
UK leaves the bloc. For his part, Janssen
remains enthusiastic about the prospects
of the UK commercial real estate debt
market and is sanguine about the potential impact in the medium term. He notes
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that alternative lenders will likely continue
to see attractive opportunities for years
to come.

ANALYSIS

REGULATIONS CONTINUE TO FAVOUR ALTERNATIVE LENDERS
As with the broader private debt space,
regulatory headwinds faced by banks
have turned into tailwinds for alternative
providers of commercial real estate debt.
This retrenchment of the banks has been
a major theme of the private debt industry
in general since the global financial crisis.
While some banks have picked up their
lending activities – particularly in the US –
most remain conservative in their activity.
On p. 18, TH Real Estate’s global head
of debt, Jack Gay, notes that changes
brought about by the Dodd-Frank Act

also disrupted another rival to real estate
debt funders: commercial mortgagebacked securities. Risk-retention rules
covering asset-backed securities make it
far less attractive to be an issuer of CMBS.
The result of this favourable environment
has seen the number of investors in the
commercial real estate debt space grow.
Hernandez estimates there are now over
100 non-traditional lenders focused on
the sector. Without the same regulatory
restrictions, these are able to offer more
flexibility than traditional providers.

MARKET CONDITIONS REMAIN STABLE – FOR NOW
The consensus is that the real estate market
remains well-balanced and economic
growth is stable. At the same time, everyone
recognises we are late in the cycle. For the
commercial real estate debt advisors, this
creates both risk and opportunities. One
area of concern is oversupply in the US
market for some property types. Hernandez notes this is the case with hospitality
in some cities, while retail is also facing
headwinds due to the impact of a growing
e-commerce sector. But that does not mean
selective lenders cannot thrive.

Inevitably, spreads have tightened, and
deal terms have become looser as the
overall market has become competitive.
To some, this has echoes of the last crisis.
However, drawing parallels with market
conditions of 10 years ago ignores an
important distinction. Leverage, which
was largely the culprit of the last crisis,
has remained in check. Indeed, according
to our survey responses (p. 10), two-thirds
of investors agree that, on average, LTVs on
junior and mezzanine loans remain below
75 percent.

ASIA-PACIFIC SHOWS GROWTH POTENTIAL
When it comes to commercial real estate
opportunities in the Asia-Pacific region,
Australia is the standout location, and for
good reason. According to Martin Priestley,TH Real Estate’s head of debt for AsiaPacific, the market offers the kind of transparency, stability and sustainability that is
a big draw for investors. This has been
the case for investors from elsewhere in
Asia-Pacific, especially those unable to get
similar returns at home. It is Asian investors

– not just assets – that are making their
mark on the commercial real estate market.
KTCU, for example, has been active in the
US and Europe where CRE debt is seen
to provide a better risk-return proposition
than fixed income or real estate.
However, the fund is also setting its
sights closer to home, increasing its
commercial real estate debt exposure in
emerging markets in countries like China
and Vietnam. n
Octo b er 2018 | PDI Commercial Real Estate Debt Survey
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NEWS

DEALS

Inside the portfolio

Over recent months, TH Real Estate has been expanding the capabilities of its debt business
through a reoriented focus on high-yield lending strategies
1330 BROADWAY 

OAKLAND, CA $142M

TH Real Estate made a $141.5 million loan to a joint venture between KKR and TMG Partners for the
acquisition and future capitalisation of 1330 Broadway, a recently renovated office tower in Oakland,
California. The seller, TMG Partners, recently carried out a $31.5 million repositioning from 2015 to
2018. The property features a fully renovated lobby, elevator modernisation, new roof, upgraded
building and mechanical systems, renovated restrooms, seismic upgrades and enhanced common
areas. TMG retains a minority ownership in the property and continues to carry out the day-to-day
management. The loan includes a future funding component that will capitalise the venture’s business
plan and provide for future leasing at the property. KKR’s purchase of 1330 Broadway represents the
firm’s second office acquisition in the Oakland market.
75 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK, NY $300M

RXR Realty refinanced its headquarters at 75 Rockefeller Plaza with a $300 million package
provided by TH Real Estate. The stack includes a $92 million mezzanine piece, and it refinances
two previous JPMorgan Chase loans, totaling $184 million, from Sept. 30 2014 and another
$23.7 million loan provided by the bank on Nov 1, 2016. RXR, which controls the 32-story
building through a 99-year, triple-net ground lease, completed a $150 million renovation
of the building and reopened it in February 2017. RXR leased 40,000 square feet of retail
space to American Girl and 185,343 square feet to Bank of America and Merrill Lynch Wealth
Management (an arm of the bank) as the anchor tenant of the 623,000 square-foot building.

ROSEMONT TOWSON

TOWSON, MD $110M

The transaction is a $110 million loan to a joint venture between Hirschfeld Properties and PCCP
for the acquisition of Rosemont Towson, an 828-unit multifamily apartment community located in
Towson, Maryland. The property was built between 1967 and 1969 and comprises 35 three and
four-story garden-style buildings and one 15-story mid-rise building. The sponsor’s business plan
is to reposition the asset by renovating units to a higher quality finish and improving the common
areas and amenities. The loan included a future funding component that will help capitalise the
unit and common area renovations. Hirschfeld has experience with this type of repositioning and a
solid track record in the Baltimore market.

ONE CROWN PLACE

LONDON, UK $364M

TH Real Estate managed accounts provided a £280 million ($364 million;€310 million) senior
ranking development loan for Malaysian based MTD Group to finance the prime development
of One Crown Place in central London. Once completed in 2021, the property will be a 370,500
square feet mixed used asset comprised of 136,000 square feet of office space, 7,000 square
feet of retail, a 41-bed boutique hotel and members club, and 246 luxury residential units. The
development is located in central London’s EC2 on the border of the traditional City office core
and trendy Shoreditch areas. CBRE is the development manager on behalf of MTD Group.
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Seeking new
structures
Commercial Real Estate Debt Survey 2018
Over the coming pages we take a deep dive on an increasingly relevant
strategy that is getting attention from investors from both the real
estate and private debt investment worlds. As investors seek income
ahead of capital returns, the stability, diversification and contracted
income offered by commercial real estate debt is increasingly sought
after. The important question is how investors are choosing to
approach this strategy in terms of the geographies they cover, their risk
appetite and the partnerships they are forming with managers. This
survey will answer all those questions and give an essential insight into
where this strategy is heading.

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT SURVEY

METHODOLOGY

Building appetites
To take a deeper look at a growing niche within private debt, PDI teamed up with
TH Real Estate to produce our first investor survey of the commercial real estate
private debt opportunity

W

elcome to the PDI Commercial Real Estate Debt Survey,
the first detailed look into
investor perspectives and appetite for real
estate debt. It focuses on various areas of
the commercial real estate debt market,
including returns, performance benchmarks, markets, fund commitments and
co-investment activity.
We approached a range of private debt
investors globally, varying in size, strategy
and geography. Many have vast amounts of
capital at their disposal and almost half

have assets under management of more
than $10 billion. In terms of investor
type, around a third of respondents fell
into the category of pension plan or insurance company.
The largest single category of investors was asset manager, accounting for
27 percent of respondents. This broad
category includes investors targeting a
range of alternative assets both directly
and indirectly through fund commitments.
The “other” category – which accounted
for 12 percent of responses – included

financial groups, private equity funds,
and broker intermediaries. The survey
was global in scope though the biggest
response came from investors headquartered in Europe. This group accounted
for half of all respondents. However, it is
important to note this is not indicative of
geographical focus. Many investors target
opportunities across multiple regions. US
and Asia Pacific-based investors account
for 23 and 20 percent of responses, respectively.Those based in the Americas excluding US, accounted for 7 percent. n

WHAT IS YOUR INSTITUTION TYPE?
The responses reflected a range of commercial real estate debt investors
Asset manager
Public pension plan
Insurance company
Private pension plan
Other
Investment consultant
Fund of funds manager
Foundation/endowment
Family office
0

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

WHAT ARE YOUR ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT?

WHERE IS YOUR COMPANY HEADQUARTERED?

Investors controlling more than $10bn in assets accounted
for the largest share of respondents

Nearly three-quarters of all responses came from the
US and Europe

50%

Americas, ex-US
40%

Europe

Asia-Pacific

30%

7%
20%

20%

50%

10%
0%

8

United States
Less than $10bn

$10bn-$50bn

Over $50bn
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23%

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT SURVEY

ALLOCATION AND BENCHMARKING
IN WHAT ALLOCATION DOES YOUR INVESTMENT IN COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT INVESTMENTS SIT?
The largest share of investors see real estate debt as part of their broader real estate strategy
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Real estate

Private debt

Given that commercial real estate debt
straddles two investment themes, it is little
surprise there is no consensus on how the
strategy is classified. Well over a third of
respondents classify their commercial real
estate debt investment as part of their real
estate portfolio.
Private debt follows closely, a category
within which a quarter of respondents place
their commercial real estate debt portfolio. Just
under 10 percent of investors did not classify
their real estate debt investments as either real
estate, private debt, fixed income or alternative. A smaller group are yet to have a dedicated
commercial real estate debt strategy.
Among those listed, the Merrill Lynch Corporate Industrial Index was cited as the most
popular benchmark used by respondents, constituting 18 percent. However, the majority of
respondents did not choose any of the listed
benchmarks. This could suggest investors are
not using alternative benchmarks. Around 4
percent said they used a variety of benchmarks.
When it comes to high-yield and subordinate
investments, more than one third of investors
use the Moody’s Below Investment Grade Corporate Bond Index as a performance benchmark. A further 10 percent used the HighYield
Gilberto Levy Index. Meanwhile, 7 percent
said they did not use performance benchmarks
and 17 percent do not invest in high yield.

We do not invest in
CRE debt

Other

Fixed income

Alternatives

We do not have a
defined allocation but
invest opportunistically

WHICH PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS DO YOU USE FOR YOUR
CORE MORTGAGE INVESTMENTS?
Most investors did not name a specific benchmarking index for core
mortgage investments
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Other

Merrill Lynch Barclays single ACLI mortgage
returns
Corporate
A Corps ex
Industrial Index
Financials
plus a spread

Lifecomps

Giliberto Levy
mortgage index

WHICH PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS DO YOU USE FOR YOUR
HIGH-YIELD AND SUBORDINATE INVESTMENTS?
Moody’s Below Investment Grade Corporate Bond Index is the most
commonly used index among those listed
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Moody’s Below
Investment Grade
Corporate Bond
Index

Other

Not applicable

High Yield
Use an
Giliberto Levy absolute return
index
benchmark

Do not use a
performance
benchmark
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RETURNS
WHAT ARE YOUR RETURN EXPECTATIONS FOR 2018?
Senior loans in Europe and junior debt in APAC represent the two poles of return expectations
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Senior loans in Europe

Senior loans in the US
n 2-4%

Unsurprisingly, return expectations across
strategies and regions vary according to
their associated risk profiles. Regardless,
Asia-Pacific is the region for which expectations for both senior loans and junior/
mezzanine deals are the greatest. Senior
loans in Asia-Pacific are expected to produce better returns than in Europe and
the US, with 47 percent of respondents
expecting returns to reach 6 percent or
more. By comparison, 17 percent and 10
percent expect similar returns in Europe
and the US, respectively. Meanwhile, 68
percent of respondents expect junior or
mezzanine loans to return 8 percent or
more. Respondents were least optimistic
about returns for senior loans in the less
risky US and Europeans markets.
Almost three-quarters of respondents
consider the average loan-to-value ratio
for a senior loan to fall between 55 and 60
percent. Nearly twice as many respondents
consider the average LTV below that range.
The average LTV for junior or mezzanine
loans is considered greater than that for
a senior loan. Most investors expect the
average LTV for a junior or mezzanine
loan to reach at least 70 percent, with 38
percent expecting the average to reach at
least 75 percent.

Senior loans in APAC

n 4-6%

n 6-8%

Junior/mezz loans
in Europe

n 8-11%

n 11-14%

Junior/mezz loans
in the US

Junior/mezz loans
in APAC

n 14% or more

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE AVERAGE LTV
FOR A SENIOR LOAN?
The typical LTV ratio for senior loans is 55-60%, according to most
respondents

50%

0%

55%

20%

40%

60%

60%

65%

80%

100%

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE AVERAGE LTV
FOR A JUNIOR/MEZZANINE LOAN?
Most don’t see average LTV ratios for junior debt going beyond 75%

60% 65%

0%

20%
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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT SURVEY

INVESTING
HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT
TO YOUR DECISION TO INVEST?
Stability appears to be the most valuable attribute to investors
70%
60%
50%

10%

Not important at all

20%

Important

Very important

30%

Not very important

40%

0%
Stability
CRE debt occupies
a more secure part
of the capital stack
than equity, offering a
measure of downside
protection.

Income
Well-structured
CRE debt offers the
potential for steady
and relatively high
income-focused
returns.

Relative value
Attractive risk-adjusted
return potential
relative to fixed income
investments and direct
real estate, particularly
late cycle.

When it comes to making investment decisions, stability is
regarded by respondents as the most important attribute of CRE
debt.This is closely followed by income and relative value, which
more than 90 percent of investors believe to be either important or very important to their decision to invest in commercial
real estate debt. Market opportunity is perceived to be the least

Diversification
Modest correlations
to fixed income and
direct real estate
allocations provide
diversification in
a multi-asset class
portfolio.

Market opportunity
Structural changes
in the CRE lending
market have created a
long-term opportunity
for alternative lenders
to originate CRE debt
investments with
attractive risk-adjusted
target returns.

important attribute to investing, though 72 percent believe this
attribute to be either important or very important.
Looking ahead, just over half of investors anticipate that their returns
will remain unchanged in 2019. Of those who expect change,
respondents are more likely to expect a jump than a drop.

DO YOU EXPECT TO RAISE OR LOWER YOUR RETURN EXPECTATIONS IN 2019?
Most investors expect returns to remain unchanged

21.67%

26.67%

51.67%
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MARKETS
WHICH REGIONS DO YOU FEEL OFFER THE MOST ATTRACTIVE RISK-ADJUSTED RETURNS FOR
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT INVESTING?

35.71%
35.71%

23.64%
23.64%
3.64%

Japan %

12.50%

7.14%

25.00%

25.00%

India %

9.09%

12.73%
1.85%

China %

7.14%

1

3.70%

16.67%

16.67%

12.96%
3.77%

11.32%

5.36%

Continental
Europe %

24.53%

12.50%

24.53%

3.57%

UK %

1.89%

US %

10.71%

8.93%

36.84%
22.81%
14.04%

3.51%

Canada %

14.04%

20.37%

25.93%
25.93%

5.56%

16.67%

30.36%

35.71%

Western markets come out on top as the most attractive for returns

Not at all attractive

2

Australia %

3
4
5

Extremely attractive

Overall, investors tend to favour North American and European
markets over those in Asia-Pacific. More investors listed the US
as an extremely attractive destination for risk-adjusted returns
for commercial real estate debt than any other jurisdiction. As
many as 23 percent of respondents see the US as an extremely
attractive market.
The US is followed by Australia, continental Europe, UK and
Canada in terms of attractiveness.This suggests, perhaps predictably,
that investors favour the security offered by more mature, developed
Western markets where investor protections are stronger. These
markets are also arguably more accessible.
India, China and Japan, by contrast, were generally seen as

less attractive destinations for risk-adjusted returns. For China
and India, this implies a lack of appetite for emerging markets
that offer fewer protections and more volatility. Notably, Japan
is the only developed market that ranked poorly in terms of
attractiveness. This suggests Japan is a market where it can be
difficult for foreign investors to penetrate and make sufficient
returns in the process.
Given that it is the largest and most mature market, more
investors have a positive view of the US than anywhere else in
the world, in terms of commercial real estate debt investing.
Europe and the UK are also seen favourably, followed by Australia
and the wider Asia-Pacific region.
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MARKETS
WHAT IS THE ONE MARKET YOU HAVE THE MOST POSITIVE VIEW OF IN TERMS OF COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE DEBT INVESTING?
Nearly half of all investors favour the US market for commercial real estate debt investing
US
Europe
UK
Australia
Not sure
Asia-Pacific
France
Hong Kong
Canada
Singapore
Latin America
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Investors have the least positive view of China, with nearly a
fifth choosing it as the worst market for commercial real estate
debt. Meanwhile, respondents have mixed feelings when it comes
to the US and the UK. Despite 45 percent of investors thinking the US offers the most attractive risk-adjusted returns, 10
percent think the opposite. The UK reveals a similar split with
16 percent of respondents having the least positive view of the
market.
Investors plan to access private commercial real estate debt
through a variety of vehicles over the coming 12 months with
commingled closed-ended vehicles the most popular option.
The least popular structure for accessing these investments was

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

commingled open-ended vehicles, through which 16 percent of
respondents plan to access private commercial real estate debt.
Notably, open-ended debt vehicles have only recently become
more prevalent, which may explain the lower popularity.
Co-investment opportunities are becoming increasing popular among an ever-more sophisticated investment community
(see p.14).
Even so, most respondents seemed somewhat indifferent
towards co-investment deals, with nearly two-thirds citing this
investment opportunity as merely an option. The remaining
respondents had stronger feelings, but just 7 percent of investors saw co-investments as an essential.

WHICH MARKET DO YOU HAVE THE LEAST POSITIVE VIEW OF IN TERMS OF COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE DEBT INVESTING?
China is a comparatively unpopular market, according to survey respondents
China
UK
Other
US
Not sure
India
Africa
Asia-Pacific
Japan
Italy
0%
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4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%
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LEVERAGE AND MANAGER SELECTION
DO YOU PLAN TO ACCESS PRIVATE COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE DEBT OVER THE COMING 12 MONTHS
IN THE FOLLOWING VEHICLES?

WHAT IS YOUR VIEW OF CO-INVESTMENTS?
Most view co-investments as simply an option and not
an essential component

In this multiple choice question, commingled closedended vehicles featured most prominently

An option,
no more or less

Prerequisite

50%

7%

40%

A useful provider
of upside

30%

28%

64%

20%
10%
0%

Commingled
– closed

Commingled
– open

Separate
account

Deal by deal

More than half of investors found the use of structural leverage,
financial leverage and loan securitisations acceptable enhancement
techniques in commercial real estate debt investing. However, of
the three, structural leverage garnered the strongest response.
Just over 71 percent agreed that structural leverage is an acceptable enhancement technique – more than financial leverage or
loan securitisations.

When asked about manager quality, half of all investors believed
team experience to be the most important.This was followed by
sourcing and origination. Combined, 88 percent of respondents
saw team experience or sourcing and originations as a top priority. Overall, great communication and transparency was the least
likely to be ranked a top priority, while longevity of platform was
ranked last in nearly half of all cases.

DO YOU FIND THE USE OF THE FOLLOWING
ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES ACCEPTABLE IN
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT INVESTING?

ASIDE FROM A TRACK RECORD OF OUTPERFORMANCE, WHAT QUALITIES DO YOU
LOOK FOR IN A MANAGER?

In each case, more than half of investors favoured the
enhancement techniques mentioned

Half of all respondents see team experience as
a top priority
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Structural leverage
(eg, A-note/B-note
structuring)

Financial
leverage (eg,
warehouse lines)
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(eg, collateralized loan
obligations)

n Yes n No
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1st

2nd

3rd

n Longevity of platform n Experience of team
n Sourcing and origination capability
n Great communication/transparency

4th

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT SURVEY

INVESTOR PRIORITIES
WHEN SELECTING AN INVESTMENT
MANAGER, HOW IMPORTANT IS THE
QUALITY OF GP REPORTING?

HOW IMPORTANT ARE DIRECT EQUITY
ASSET MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES?
Just over a third of investors saw direct equity asset
management capability as a top priority

GP reporting is a big priority for investors
Quite important

Absolutely essential
17%

Not important at all
Can occasionally
be important

34%

49%

17%

39%

41%

Quite important

Very important

Given the ever-growing emphasis on transparency and the
emergence of initiatives like the ILPA guidelines, it is perhaps not surprising that 83 percent of investors consider
GP reporting to be either very important or essential when
selecting an investment manager. None of the respondents
said GP reporting was not a priority.
Meanwhile, most investors said direct equity asset management capabilities were either quite important or very important when selecting an investment manager, 41 percent and
39 percent respectively, suggesting it is less of a priority when
compared with GP reporting. Just over 3 percent thought
HOW IMPORTANT IS IT FOR MANAGERS TO BE ABLE
TO PROVIDE A CREDIT RATING FOR EACH LOAN?
Fewer respondents saw loan credit ratings from managers
as very important
Not important at all

Very important

that this capability was not important at all. Opinions on the
importance of providing a credit rating for each loan when
selecting a manager differed between investors – 29 percent
considered this to be very important, but 14 percent said this
was not important at all.
Investors overall believe sustainability policies have a vital
role to play when it comes to making decisions to invest in
a commercial real estate debt fund. Indeed, 75 percent of
respondents believe the policies are important, if not essential. However, one quarter of respondents said that it was
not a priority.
HOW IMPORTANT ARE A FIRM’S SUSTAINABILITY
POLICIES TO YOUR DECISION TO INVEST IN A
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEBT FUND?
Sustainability policies are a top priority for investors
Not a priority

Absolutely essential

14%

15%

29%

25%

31%

Can occasionally
be important

Very important

3%

29%

27%

31%

Quite important

Quite important

Very important
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Seoul searching
Seunghoon Lee, head of Korean Teachers’ Credit Union’s overseas real estate investment
team, joined TH Real Estate’s global head of debt, Jack Gay, to give an Asian investor’s
perspective on commercial real estate debt opportunities

Q

get into the mortgage space than there is
to buying bonds, because of the expertise
and resources that you need to run a real
estate debt platform. For these reasons
– and because the debt market is highly
competitive – relationships and contacts
with industry-leading borrowers, brokers, investment bankers and potential
co-lenders are needed to generate consistent transactional flow.

What has caused an increased investor interest in allocating to commercial

real estate debt?

Jack Gay: Real estate equity markets
are currently experiencing significant
volatility, elevated valuations and heightened uncertainty; moreover, a lower-forlonger interest rate environment is leading
investors to seek income ahead of capital
returns. In this situation, the investment
attributes of commercial real estate debt
are becoming increasingly sought after,
offering stability, diversification and contractual income. In addition, while direct
comparisons of fixed rate senior commercial real estate debt and corporate bond
returns are imperfect – due to differences
in duration, credit quality and the like –
research shows commercial real estate
debt offers a spread premium relative to
investment grade corporate bonds.

Q

Many investors are comfortable with
debt in the context of public invest-

ments. How does private real estate debt
differ and what expertise is required?

JG: In the US, investors can place their
capital in real estate debt by taking the
public route via mortgage REIT investments, but the correlation of the income
of the REIT compared to the underlying
real estate is more volatile. And, in general,
mortgages command a premium to other
fixed income instruments.
The private market is a little less efficient than the public markets, but that
presents opportunities for stronger pricing. There is a higher barrier to entry to

Q

Why did you start considering commercial real estate debt as an investment

opportunity?

“THE PRIVATE MARKET IS
A LITTLE LESS EFFICIENT
THAN THE PUBLIC
MARKETS, BUT THAT
PRESENTS OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STRONGER PRICING.
THERE IS A HIGHER BARRIER
TO ENTRY TO GET INTO
THE MORTGAGE SPACE
THAN THERE IS TO BUYING
BONDS, BECAUSE OF
THE EXPERTISE AND
RESOURCES THAT YOU
NEED TO RUN A REAL
ESTATE DEBT PLATFORM”
Jack Gay
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Seunghoon Lee: The low-interest environment in Korea and resulting adjustment to KTCU’s cost of capital, in addition to the need for lower volatility in our
investment portfolio, has resulted in an
increased investment into commercial real
estate debt due to the downside protection it offers. With lower interest rates
expected to be prolonged, as commercial
real estate debt offers more similar investment characteristics to bonds than real
estate equities, we expect to continue to
gradually expand our global commercial
real estate debt portfolio going forward.

Q

Which attributes of commercial real
estate debt make it most attractive at

the current time?

SL: We find overseas commercial real
estate debt provides a better risk-return
proposition than domestic fixed income
or real estate. For example, AA-rated
three-year Korean corporate bonds
yield 2.8 percent and cap rates for grade

FEATURE

A office buildings in Seoul are below 5
percent as of July 2018. In US mezzanine
loans, however, we see opportunities to
achieve over 5 percent return without
taking on excessive risk. We also find
that commercial real estate debt provides
superior downside protection through the
equity buffer, especially in light of caprate compression and price appreciation
since the GFC.

Q

How much research did you do into the
sector before investing?

SL: We try to keep up with ever-changing global real estate market trends by
meeting with global fund managers and
through industry reports by Jones Lang
LaSalle, Cushman & Wakefield and others.
As active real estate investors, we receive
investment opportunities all the time,
which allows us to continually monitor
live pricing and lending terms. We plan
to stay close to the real estate market and
remain flexible in our approach.

Q

Where does it sit in the context of your
portfolio?

SL: Our team manages overseas real estate
such as office, hospitality, retail, residential
and industrial properties. In 2012, debt
investments (including preferred equities)
accounted for less than 25 percent of the
team’s $500 million portfolio. As KTCU’s
overseas real estate portfolio has become
a major part of KTCU’s overall portfolio,
from 3 percent in 2012 to 11.2 percent in
July 2018, we saw a need to provide further stability to our investment portfolio
by increasing our debt exposure, which
now accounts for 78 percent of $3.3 billion of the team’s assets today.

Q

What market conditions are at play,
both globally and in the UK?

JG: In the US, real estate market conditions remain well-balanced and economic
growth is expected to remain stable in

“WITH LOWER INTEREST
RATES EXPECTED TO
BE PROLONGED, AS
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
DEBT OFFERS MORE
SIMILAR INVESTMENT
CHARACTERISTICS TO
BONDS THAN REAL ESTATE
EQUITIES, WE EXPECT TO
CONTINUE TO GRADUALLY
EXPAND OUR GLOBAL
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
DEBT PORTFOLIO GOING
FORWARD”
Seunghoon Lee

the near to medium term; but the business cycle and real estate cycle are mature,
and the Federal Reserve is expected to
continue to gradually raise interest rates.
This transitional period creates risk and
opportunities for commercial real estate
lenders, as stronger economic growth
implies stronger demand for all types
of real estate but with associated cycle
risk.With an increasing amount of capital
targeting commercial real estate debt, we
believe it is more important to choose
a commercial mortgage origination
platform and manager that can couple

cycle-test underwriting standards with
astute loan structuring. Superior execution of commercial mortgage lending
requires size, scale and industry relationships.
And in the UK and Europe, in the
context of retrenching traditional lenders
and the persistent narrow focus on prime
assets, we feel opportunity can be found in
‘off the radar’ assets, particularly core-plus
assets in established markets. Assuming
robust underwriting, these underserved
markets present the most appealing
opportunity for selective ‘cherry-picking’
of transactions with strong fundamentals
and return characteristics.

Q

What performance have you achieved
on different loan types/jurisdictions,

and what is your preference for different
jurisdictions?

SL: We do not report separate performance for commercial real estate debt
only. However, since 2012, the overseas
real estate team has consistently delivered
attractive returns: 5 percent, 8.8 percent,
6.5 percent, 5.8 percent, 8.1 percent and
4.6 percent respectively.
We prefer developed markets like
the US and Europe for its liquidity and
transparency. Due to uncertainty around
Brexit, we’re currently more focused on
the US than Europe at the moment. In
developing markets like Asia, we take a
more conservative approach, focusing on
stabilised properties.

Q

What are some of the challenges that
you are looking to overcome in the

European market?

SL: From a commercial real estate debt
perspective, the European market offers
a legal framework that is landlord and
lender friendly. However, we’re closely
monitoring the UK in light of Brexit
and its implications to the market. We
find that the European lending market
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is predominantly a senior loan market
dominated by banks, and that the CMBS
market is less prevalent than the US,
making it relatively less attractive than
the US market to investors like KTCU
with high cost of capital.

Q

Are you assessing additional regions
for commercial real estate debt invest-

ments?

SL: Since 2015, KTCU has been increasing
its commercial real estate debt exposure
in emerging markets in Asia, for example
China and Vietnam, with Asia accounting
for 14 percent of the total commercial
real estate debt investments. To mitigate
emerging market risks, we remain very
selective, focusing on deals with stable LTV
and backed by strong sponsors.We also utilise dollar-denominated loans to eliminate
local currency risks.

Q

How is the regulatory environment
impacting debt instruments?

JG: Regulation aimed at preventing future
banking crises has impacted banks’ ability
to lend, creating opportunities for alternative lenders. Basel III in Europe, and DoddFrank in the US, are two pieces of regulation introduced following the global financial crisis with the purpose of restricting
the volume of riskier loans that banks are
allowed to make; and, as a consequence,
have made higher-risk borrowing more
expensive.While banks have been picking
up their lending activities in the US, it has
been relatively conservative, so there is a
bit of a gap in the capital stack for slightly
higher-leveraged loans. In addition, DoddFrank regulations have disrupted another
rival to debt fund lenders, the commercial
mortgage-backed securities market in the
US, by introducing a risk retention regulation that makes it less attractive to be a
conduit lender who issues CMBS.
We don’t expect there to be a significant relaxation of the regulatory

“WE PREFER DEVELOPED
MARKETS LIKE THE US AND
EUROPE FOR ITS LIQUIDITY
AND TRANSPARENCY. DUE
TO UNCERTAINTY AROUND
BREXIT, WE’RE MORE
FOCUSED ON THE US THAN
EUROPE AT THE MOMENT.
IN DEVELOPING MARKETS
LIKE ASIA, WE TAKE A MORE
CONSERVATIVE APPROACH,
FOCUSING ON STABILISED
PROPERTIES”
Seunghoon Lee

environment in Europe either. Long-term
structural change in the non-bank lending
sector in the UK and Europe is only going
in one direction. The effects of Brexit on
the UK regulatory environment remain to
be seen, but it is likely that opportunities
for alternative lenders will continue for
several years. In the longer term, there
will be more opportunities in the construction financing space due to banks’
restricted investment criteria. Attractive
risk-adjusted returns may be available if
you can get comfortable with development risk and pick managers with a real
knowledge of the underlying real estate.

Q

What specific routes to investment are
available to investors wanting to access

real estate via the debt part of the capital stack?

JG: Many large investors opt for separate
accounts. Typically, an investor might give
a manager $200 million or more with a
very specific focus on each strategy, so they
might say, ‘I need to clear 3.5 percent in
long-dated fixed-rate mortgages,’ or,‘I want
a mezzanine strategy that will clear 5 to 6
percent.’ The manager might then match
that capital with its own capital, or other
separate account capital in proportion
that makes sense for them. Large, scaled
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managers have plenty of appetite for that.
As for debt funds, investors have
choices about the kind of return profile they want to adopt via two primary
approaches that US managers have taken.
One is a closed-ended structure with
higher potential returns often driven by
loans in the mezzanine space and meaningful leverage incorporated into the
fund vehicle. Another is an open-ended
structure with a core profile and potential
returns in the mid-single digits. Managers offering a lower yielding, open-ended,
core strategy are increasingly inclined to
add a blend of other loan types, typically
transitional loans and some subordinated
debt, to provide investors with enhanced
potential returns of 6-8 percent.
The UK and European markets have
traditionally provided fewer options for
investors in terms of products because the
genesis of the alternative lending sector
in the UK really only happened after the
financial crisis. Until that point, it was
dominated by the banking sector with
only a relatively small proportion available
in the capital markets and from certain
insurance companies. However, the range
of debt fund vehicles on offer is expanding rapidly and generally becoming more
sophisticated. There is a full spectrum of
products in the market, and some of the
more recent funds, such as ours, have been
hybrid-type strategies.

QSL: It is important to us to partner
How important is manager choice?

with a manager with deep local knowledge
and experience. In selecting managers,
KTCU looks into not only track records,
but also case studies on failed investments,
how a manager responded during a difficult period (for example, during the Global
Financial Crisis), consistency of investment
strategy, key-man clauses, communications
with investors, and reputation in the industry. n
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REAL ESTATE DEBT FUNDRAISING

Assets in evolution
Global real estate debt fundraising has recovered from post-crisis lows and is now far
more diverse than it was 10 years ago
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FOCUSED APPETITES
Regionally agnostic funds are slightly less prominent while Europe has emerged as a favoured region
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DISTRESS IN DECLINE
Funds with a focus on senior or subordinated debt strategies now dominate the largest chunks of the market
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Real estate debt fundraising has dipped from recent peaks but still remains strong
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SUSTAINABILITY

Blueprints for an ethical approach
ESG credentials are now an integral part of any effective commercial real estate debt
strategy, explains Richard Hamilton-Grey, sustainability manager of TH Real Estate

T

he past decade has seen a significant
shift towards the mainstreaming of
ESG (environmental, social and
governance) issues into investment decision making. Milestones such as the global
ratification of the Paris accord; the widespread take up of the UN Principles for
Responsible Investment; the integration of
the UN Sustainable Development Goals;
and recommendations from Taskforce for
Climate Related Financial Disclosure, have
all played a key part in embedding sustainable thinking into global investment activity.
The CRE finance sector is now undergoing a dramatic market transformation
in attitudes towards ESG. Leading lenders
are now driving new product and borrower
engagement practices that move beyond
risk management through to a dedicated
focus on activating ESG alpha across their
loan book.
TH Real Estate is focused on futureproofing today’s investments and identifying
the optimum investments for tomorrow. A
key ingredient for success is a commitment
to working with the bigger picture trends
and insights that will impact the future
use and demand for global CRE. Given
that real estate accounts for one-third of
global carbon emissions (UN figures) and
given the significant role that lenders play
in facilitating real estate investment, TH
Real Estate sees the debt market as playing
a vital role in continuing to drive market
transformation.
ESG performance transparency,
benchmarking and industry collaboration are essential for driving real market
transformation. In 2014, TH Real Estate
became a member of the Global Real Estate

“A KEY INGREDIENT
FOR SUCCESS, IS A
COMMITMENT TO
WORKING WITH THE
BIGGER PICTURE TRENDS
AND INSIGHTS THAT WILL
IMPACT THE FUTURE
USE AND DEMAND FOR
GLOBAL CRE”
Sustainability Benchmark – an industryled ESG evaluation tool for the real estate
market. The debt version of the GRESB
benchmark is designed specifically for real
estate lenders which helps identify global
best practices in loan origination, due diligence underwriting and portfolio monitoring to advance risk management processes
and inform product innovation.
Through our membership on the
GRESB Debt Advisory Board, we have been
collaborating with banks, pension funds,
insurance companies, mortgage REITs
and private equity debt funds, to develop
the benchmark and drive more sustainable behaviour across the market. In 2016,
we hosted a joint innovation-showcasing
and knowledge-sharing event organised in
partnership with GRESB, the Commercial
Real Estate Finance Council, and the Better
Buildings Partnership (the latter of which
TH Real Estate is also an active member).
Our UK Debt strategy has participated
in the GRESB benchmark since 2015 –
being an early-stage participant in the debt
aspect of the benchmark.
At TH Real Estate, we use a combination of borrower information, third party

surveyors and internal processes, including
a sustainability assessment of the borrower
and the assets and leases, to develop a comprehensive risk profile for debt transactions. Where material sustainability risks
are identified, our investment committee
will ask the investment teams to carry out
further investigations.This results in either
engagement with the borrower to mitigate those risks appropriately or rejecting the transaction if a solution cannot be
agreed. Our global head of sustainability
participates in any fund strategy reviews
to ensure that sustainable risks are managed effectively and consistently across our
global platform.
We are excited about the progress and
innovative approaches across the market to
further integrate sustainability into CRE
Debt. We have seen deepened borrower
engagement from market players such as
ING Bank and ABN AMRO who have used
innovative technology such as an engagement tool to help their borrowers identify energy improvement measures that
will provide both a financial return and
improved environmental performance. It
allows the borrower to access an online
portal and see sustainable investment
opportunities at a building or portfolio
level.
Some lenders, such as Lloyds Bank, have
also begun to offer green loans based on the
sustainability performance of the Borrowers’ assets and sustainability strategies of
their businesses. In the US, Fanny Mae and
Freddie Mac, have also developed a range of
green lending products to reward greener
homes or incentivise energy refurbishments
and retrofits. n
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NORTH AMERICA

More than an inbetweener
Commercial real estate debt may be hard to pigeonhole, says Jason Hernandez, TH Real
Estate’s head of originations for the Americas, but it also offers an attractive alternative

Q

What types of borrowers do you find
most attractive in the current environ-

ment?

We tend to target sophisticated and
well-capitalised borrowers. Many of the
transactions we evaluate for our floating
rate loan programme contain a value-add
component. In these transactions we are
relying on the borrower to execute their
business plan, which usually incorporates
both an operational and/or capital investment component. Therefore, you want
a borrower who is both experienced in
executing similar strategies and also well
capitalised if the business plan takes longer
to execute or incurs additional, unexpected
costs. If it costs more to renovate a property
or takes longer to execute, we want a borrower who has the wherewithal to invest
additional capital into the project and carry
the deal through a rough patch.
If you look at our business, we generally target large well-capitalised institutional
sponsors and/or strong local operators who
have expertise in a particular property type
or market. In fact, many times our borrower
is a great local operator partnered with an
institutional capital source. This approach is
consistent across our commercial real estate
debt strategy where we lend primarily to
the four main food groups: office, multifamily, industrial and retail.

Q

What is driving investor interest in commercial real estate debt? Is it coming

predominantly from domestic or overseas
investors?

CRE debt was traditionally viewed as a bit
of a “tweener” or in-between product and
lacked a home among US pension fund

Jason Hernandez

investors. These investors typically take a
barbell approach to investing, combining
low yield, liquid investments such as fixed
income, which offers a 3-5 percent return
with private equity and other alternatives
(including real estate private equity) which
are illiquid but offer higher returns at 15-18
percent. CRE debt offered superior returns
to fixed income at 6-9 percent albeit without the liquidity but did not offer the 15-18
percent return that many pension fund
managers wanted for traditional illiquid
investments.
You had a situation where the fixed
income groups liked the higher returns of
6-9 percent, but struggled with the illiquidity. Conversely, the returns were not high
enough for the private equity groups to
justify the illiquidity – so commercial real
estate debt didn’t have a home among the
broader US pension funds at first.
Therefore, most of the demand for CRE
debt initially came from foreign investors,
particularly in Asia, because they were
attracted to the higher yields relative to
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the alternative in their home markets.This
included Japanese insurance companies and
other groups attracted to the returns.
Over time, as investors searched the
globe for yield and the US commerical
real estate debt market evolved, US pension fund investors began to focus more
on CRE debt. They were attracted to the
stability of the underlying credit, the relative
value of CRE debt versus other real estate
alternatives and finally, structural changes
in the financing markets made CRE debt
more accessible to potential investors. With
CRE debt, investors may be able to achieve
a stable 6-8 percent return from a secured
credit with 25-35 percent equity subordination. The stability of that 6-8 percent
return versus the expected return on core
real estate equity is attractive and provides
good relative value for potential investors.
Finally, the structural changes brought
about by the Basel III and Dodd-Frank regulations, have really limited the amount of
risk US banks can take in commercial real
estate debt, making CRE debt more accessible to private investors.The combination
of these factors has led more US pension
fund investors to invest in specific CRE debt
strategies.

Q

Given the size of the US market, is there
a lot of competition for deals?

I wish there wasn’t! However, if you take
a step back and look at the data over the
last four years – we have had over $500
billion in annual transaction volume in the
US, so there is still tremendous dealflow.
In addition, you have around $2 trillion in
loan maturities over the next five years.
We think the combination of these factors

ANALYSIS

creates a $150 billion annual opportunity in
the transitional loan space.While there are
new entrants into the space and it is competitive, there are still significant opportunities available in the market.

Q

Are there any regions in the US that you
find attractive?

We take a top-down approach to market
selection and are very research driven.We
segment the strategy by property type:
office, industrial and multifamily, and then
prepare our list of “tomorrow’s cities” or
target markets where we like to focus.
This analysis is driven largely by supply
and demand factors and liquidity in each
market. As a lender, you want to be in
markets where there is ample liquidity to
ensure you have both price discovery and
the ability to exit via refinance or sale.That
doesn’t mean we are only focused on the
24/7 gateway cities. Most of the lending
competition is based in New York or Los
Angeles. There are fewer people stationed
in places like Dallas or in the Midwest, so I
tend to view those markets as less competitive from a supply of capital perspective.
There’s probably some relative value to be
had in those markets, driven by the fact
that fewer lenders are on the ground there.

Q

Do you feel there are enough commercial
real estate debt opportunities to absorb

the amount of capital currently in the market?

Significant amounts of capital have been
raised and it is competitive, but the US
lending market is fairly segmented. The
market is generally comprised of banks,
the commercial mortgage-backed securities market, the agency/GSE market,
insurance companies and non-traditional
lenders. Each one of these segments generally offers a single product to the market.
Banks provide low leverage floating rate
debt, the CMBS market provides cost effective but less flexible fixed and floating rate
debt, the agency/GSE market focuses on

the single-family and apartment sectors,
insurance companies generally provide
long-term fixed-rate debt on core properties and finally the “non-traditional lenders”
provide higher leverage floating rate debt,
typically on transitional assets.
We remain competitive by offering flexible capital and providing our borrowers a
full suite of financing options.We can offer
long-term fixed-rate mortgage debt on a
core asset, we can offer short-term floating
rate debt on transitional properties and we
can offer higher leverage mezzanine financing on either core or transitional properties, as well.

where we are today with where we were
10 years ago.While we have seen spreads
for CRE debt compress as new competition has entered the market and there
has been some selective loosening of loan
structure (with borrowers getting longer
initial terms and greater flexibility), leverage has remained in check. Unlike last
cycle, we are not seeing borrowers overleverage properties.
The typical LTV on transitional loans
is not getting above 70-75 percent, so you
still have sufficient equity subordination
supporting the loan. In addition, we generally target sophisticated well-capitalised
sponsors and we feel good about their
ability to weather any downturn and
protect the asset. Things broke during
the financial crisis not because spreads
compressed or loan structure softened,
things broke because there was too much
leverage in the system and we are just
not seeing that today. This gives us a lot
of comfort on the health of the overall
CRE debt market.

Q

Q

“THE STABILITY OF THAT 6-8
PERCENT RETURN VERSUS
THE EXPECTED RETURN
ON CORE REAL ESTATE
EQUITY IS ATTRACTIVE AND
PROVIDES GOOD RELATIVE
VALUE FOR POTENTIAL
INVESTORS”

Considering where we are in the cycle,
and that it is now 10 years since the last

How are you finding the regulatory
environment from commercial real

financial crisis, are investors expressing caution

estate debt in the US right now?

about the commercial real estate debt market?

The traditional lending market, particularly banks and the commercial mortgage-backed securities market, are facing
regulatory headwinds. Increased capital
requirements are restraining the ability
of banks to lend against transitional assets.
In addition, risk retention rules are also
impacting the ability of the commercial
mortgage-backed securities market to
compete.
It is these specific headwinds that
have led to the emergence of the “nontraditional lender” segment. Specifically,
100-plus “non-traditional lenders” are
currently active in the CRE debt market.
These players are not subject to the regulatory headwinds and can offer greater
flexibility to compete in today’s market. n

I would not say there is caution around the
US CRE debt market in general, but there
are specific pockets of concern. We have
seen some oversupply in certain property
types in specific markets. For example, if
you look at the hospitality sector there has
been some oversupply in markets such as
NewYork City and Miami. People are cautious as it relates to hospitality and some of
that is warranted.There are also some headwinds in the retail space given the impact
of Amazon and ecommerce, in general.That
being said, we continue to see attractive
opportunities in both retail and hospitality
and are pursuing selectively.
When people think about the financial crisis, there is a tendency to equate
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EUROPE

Still bullish
Christian Janssen, head of European debt at TH Real Estate, talks about the
opportunities in the UK market and the underlying investment rationale for real estate
lending in the rest of Europe

Q

Why invest in real estate debt rather
than in the real estate assets them-

selves?

The volatility of returns in debt investment is minuscule compared with direct
investment. If asset prices go up, direct
investors in real estate stand to make a
lot of money, but debt investors generally do not. But when prices drop, direct
investors can also lose a lot of money,
whereas debt investors do not unless they
have invested in highly leveraged loans.
Moreover, in many markets banks have
scaled back their lending to all but the
safest and simplest commercial property
transactions, mainly because of higher
capital charges. This has created a large
and profitable opening for non-bank/
alternative lenders.

Q

Christian Janssen

Q

Sceptics would argue that real estate
debt has become riskier because inves-

tors have taken more risks in response to
greater competition.

Is volatility particularly relevant at this
moment, because real estate investors

are highly aware of the risk that prices might
fall?

If you are an investor in UK property
with concerns not just about Brexit but
also about where we are in the property
cycle – this has been a long bull run,
after all – this could well be the right
time to consider debt. If you still like
direct investment in real estate but you
are just nervous about the next three or
four years, you might want to strategically
invest your capital in medium-term debt,
which is a naturally maturing investment:
you do not need to sell the assets, and you
get your money back at the end of that
three- or four-year term.

We, and arguably the industry in general,
have certainly been relatively constant and
prudent in our underwriting. For example, for our segregated insurance company accounts we have rarely gone above
loan-to-value ratios of 65 percent, and

“TALK OF INCREASING
COMPETITION HAS ALSO
BEEN RATHER OVERDONE.
OVERALL, UNDERWRITING
STANDARDS IN THIS
SECTOR HAVE REMAINED
REASONABLY SOLID
AND PRICING HAS BEEN
REASONABLY CONSTANT”
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for our real estate debt funds we have set
a limit of 75 percent. We have also been
strict, like the vast majority of lenders
in the UK market, about keeping performance covenants for loan to value and for
other metrics that allow us to monitor
our investments and step in to protect
ourselves when necessary.
Talk of increasing competition has also
been rather overdone. Overall, underwriting standards in this sector have remained
reasonably solid and pricing has been
reasonably constant but with moderate
tightening. This indicates that while on
paper it looks like there is an increasing
number of lenders in the UK and other
European markets which we are interested in, the actual supply of capital has
remained relatively well in balance with
the demand for capital.
Overall, there is still significantly less
debt in the property market than 10 years
ago, according to the CASS/DMU survey.
It is clear, though, that a number of lenders are struggling to deploy capital at their
required risk and reward parameters, but
for the subset of lenders who are most
active in the market and have created
appropriate debt strategies, there is still
a good amount of opportunity.

QFor lower-risk senior secured loans
What pricing do you aim for?

on stable assets we aim for swaps plus
125-200 basis points. For mid-risk loans
we aim for swaps plus 300-600bps, and
for more value-add, opportunistic investments we aim for swaps plus 600 to

FEATURE

1,000bps. The advantage of the TH Real
Estate platform is that we can offer a
wide range of financing types and leverage points with pricing to reflect each
loan’s specific risk profile.

Q

If this is real estate investing but with
regular income and lower volatility of

return, which bucket do investors put it into?

If you had asked me that question three to
five years ago I would have said it was rife
with uncertainty. Every investor had their
own idea of the “right” allocation, or alternatively investors would themselves not
know where to put their capital. The fixed
income team would say that it was not really
for them as it might contain too much real
estate risk, the real estate people would say
that it was not really for them either as it was
too far removed from real estate, and eventually the CIO would have to decide where
it fitted. Clearly this hampered investment.
However, as time has passed the trend
has been that real estate debt increasingly
falls within real estate investment strategies and we see a growing trend of investors who were traditionally only interested in direct strategies putting their
capital to work in debt strategies.

QThe UK has the largest real estate
Why do you like the UK?

market in Europe. It is also the most liquid
and the most transparent European market
and is the most creditor-friendly legal
framework. So, from a lender’s perspective, it is a dream.
The legal framework is even better than
in the US. For example, there is no bankruptcy protection, so the process of enforcing a loan is faster and more certain for the
lender. Moreover, taxes are subordinated
to the mortgage lender, so in a sense the
government is a subordinated unsecured
creditor. We also have performance covenants on our loans, which is much less
common in the US.

“THE UK HAS THE LARGEST
REAL ESTATE MARKET IN
EUROPE. IT IS ALSO THE
MOST LIQUID AND THE
MOST TRANSPARENT
EUROPEAN MARKET AND
IS THE MOST CREDITORFRIENDLY LEGAL
FRAMEWORK”

Q

What kind of investments do you like
in the UK?

Despite the Brexit uncertainty, we are
still pretty bullish about London and
the south-east of England, where we
have our largest exposure, but we have
also lent against properties in large UK
regional cities such as Manchester, Edinburgh, Cardiff and Birmingham.
By value we have made most of our
loans on office buildings, but we are very
enthusiastic about logistics, and have also
financed community prime retail, student accommodation and other asset
classes.
Within the logistics sector we are big
believers in the last mile. This is partly
because of the continuing growth in
online shopping, and partly because lastmile logistics units are often in places
where people want to live. This means
that there is scope for profitable change
of use and redevelopment of these sites
for residential use.
We also generally like development
and refurbishment projects, which offer
good returns in part because banks have
largely withdrawn from this market. For
example, we recently financed a speculative office development at 80 Fenchurch

Street in the City of London. It was an
empty site of a demolished property,
with a brand-new building being constructed there without any pre-lets.

Q

What other European countries do you
like apart from the UK?

We have investment mandates to invest
in debt in Ireland, Spain and the Netherlands and several other continental
European jurisdictions, though we have
not yet made any investments there.
Pricing in these countries is good,
partly because these markets are smaller
than several other European countries,
so there are fewer lenders. By contrast,
other jurisdictions like Germany are very
well supplied with debt by banks and
other lenders.
The legal frameworks are also attractive to lenders, though not quite as
robust as in the UK. Finally, the property
fundamentals are good, economic growth
is strong and the real estate markets in
the right location are resilient.

Q

But there are risks within these economies too. For example, Ireland is the

country most exposed to Brexit apart from
the UK itself.

Every market has its risks. In Ireland, for
example, the market has had a huge run
up over the past five years, so you could
make the argument that it is at the peak
of the market and question how sustainable this is given its relatively small size.
But it is a dynamic country with an economy that is doing great and projected to
continue doing so, and a government that
has put its house in order.
Will Brexit have an effect? Probably,
but we have to remember that debt
investors have a little bit more margin
for error then direct property investors.
Finally, in any market you have to pick the
assets, projects and sponsors you want
to invest in very carefully. n
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ASIA-PACIFIC

The upside down under
Martin Priestley, TH Real Estate’s head of debt for Asia-Pacific, explains why Australia
and New Zealand are attractive markets for commercial real estate debt managers
seeking relative value in the region

Q

In terms of the jurisdiction and type
of asset, where do you think the most

attractive areas for real estate debt oppor-

tunities are in the Asia-Pacific region today?

Over the last five years in Australia, we
have seen a steady decline in the amount
of commercial lending the banks can do,
creating an opportunity for institutional
investors.
Tightening of regulatory capital and
liquidity requirements have decreased
the level of capital banks have available to
assign to commercial real estate debt. As
a result, banks have become more selective about lending to the sector.
Construction lending for residential
development was the area where banks
retreated first, although this is a specialist area where we have not been actively
participating. Subsequently, we have
noticed the major financiers becoming
more selective in lending to commercial
investment-grade assets. Consequently,
the market is now quite open and there
are opportunities for non-bank lenders
and debt funds to lend into the market
against globalised assets and construction.
From our perspective, we prefer to
invest in stabilised assets, so we have
started looking for opportunities predominantly in the office, industrial and
retail sectors, as well as specialised assets,
including ‘build-to-rent’ and student
accommodation.

Q

Given you are based in Sydney, what is
attractive about the Australian market

in particular?

Martin Priestley

Australian cities have high levels of sustainability, relatively high per capita productivity and favourable demographics.
The percentages of wealthy households
with income above $100,000 are among
the highest within the Asia-Pacific region,
while strong levels of skilled immigration
drive steady population growth.
Sydney is the nerve centre of the
country’s commercial and financial activities, and along with Melbourne ranks
among the top 10 most liveable cities
worldwide; we see these as fundamental
factors to support real estate and therefore real estate debt over the long term.
Brisbane and Perth are not far behind
when TH Real Estate puts them through
the analysis. On a regional basis, Canberra and Adelaide are two other great
metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs)
for selective lending opportunities. In
saying that, there are quality assets pretty
much across all our state capital cities in
Australia and the primary cities of New
Zealand

“AUSTRALIAN CITIES
HAVE HIGH LEVELS
OF SUSTAINABILITY,
RELATIVELY HIGH PER
CAPITA PRODUCTIVITY,
AND FAVOURABLE
DEMOGRAPHICS. THE
PERCENTAGES OF
WEALTHY HOUSEHOLDS
WITH INCOME ABOVE
$100,000 ARE AMONG THE
HIGHEST WITHIN THE ASIAPACIFIC REGION”

strategy?

Our research shows that many Australian
cities are among a group of what we call
“future-proof ” cities globally – sizeable
cities with high levels of transparency and
stability, and at the same time, backed by
mega-trends set to increase and transform the demand for real estate over the
coming decades.

Commercial real estate debt presents
very competitive relative value, compared
to fixed income and direct real estate.
Commerical real estate debt is a wellunderstood asset class. It is fully transparent and highly researchable. If you look at
a particular asset, then dig very deeply into
an aspect like the quality of the asset and
its location, you can understand quickly
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Q

How does commercial real estate debt
compare to other forms of real estate

in the region – what is attractive about this

FEATURE

the relative value compared to other asset
classes. On a risk-adjusted basis, returns
from commercial real estate debt are at
least as good as equity and arguably better
compared to alternatives with the same
sort of quality information and certainty
of income flow.
Well-managed commercial real estate
debt can provide performance protection through diversified, stable income
streams. It benefits from a substantial
degree of downside protection provided
by the ‘buffer’ of the sponsor’s equity and
the structuring which is tailored to each
loan. As real estate equity markets currently experience significant volatility, elevated valuations and heightened
uncertainty, an investor focus on income
is a welcome addition to the portfolio.

Q

Are the investors targeting commercial
real estate debt in Australia and Asia-

Pacific typically based in the region?

We have seen a high level of interest
mostly from APAC with some European
and US enquiry, which has grown significantly over the last two years and we
expect to see it continue to grow.
There are quite a few debt funds now
focused on high-yield and high-return
financing, targeting predominantly construction and/or mezzanine financing.
Traditionally, more conservative investors
including pension funds from different
countries and sovereign wealth funds are
focusing initially on the senior debt space,
then expanding into value-add, staying
away from areas such as residential construction.
Asian investors find it hard to get
returns from their home markets. For
instance, if you think about the interest
rate levels in Korea or Japan, it is difficult
for lenders to achieve mid-range returns.
These investors have been investing in the
US and Europe and for them, Australia is

Q

Looking at where we are in the cycle,

“AUSTRALIA AND NEW
ZEALAND ARE THE
MARKETS WHERE YOU CAN
ACHIEVE RETURNS WHICH
ARE GETTING CLOSE TO, OR
ARE ALREADY ABOVE, THE
THRESHOLD MANAGERS
ARE LOOKING FOR.THE RISK
PROFILE IS RELATIVELY WELL
UNDERSTOOD”

another way to achieve threshold returns
and portfolio diversity.
Additionally, Australia and New
Zealand are the markets where you can
achieve returns which are getting close
to, or are already above, the targets managers are looking for. The risk profile
is relatively well understood. There is a
transparency in the market and there is a
reasonable amount of product or transaction flow in our region.

Q

Any regulatory headwinds or tailwinds
that might cause volatility in the com-

mercial real estate debt space that you are
focusing on?

Local banks in Australia and New Zealand
previously dominated CRE lending but
now have less appetite to lend into the
market due to the increased capital and
liquidity requirements that are pressuring
the bank sector. Also, the debt funding
provided by the banks is relatively shortterm. For investors who are looking for
long-term returns, which we are, this
market provides the opportunity, and
so the local regulatory requirements are
contributing to the attractiveness for the
third-party investors.

how can investors in real estate debt

in the region best protect themselves in the

event of a downturn, how is it likely to impact
the market?

We are in the late stage of the real estate
cycle. However, real estate debt is a way
to achieve attractive levels of return with
less exposure to any late-cycle volatility
or a market correction.
Commercial real estate debt also
presents competitive relative value right
now when compared to fixed income
and direct real estate. So, if you look in
the Sydney market, as an example, we
are seeing certain transactions exchange
for capitalisation rates of 4-5 percent
compared to similar levels of returns in
debt while lending against say 65 percent
of the value of the property. Admittedly
there is limited upside but also limited
downside. Understanding the market
at a local level combined with comprehensive due diligence is always critical.
As a minimum, Australasian commercial real estate loans include covenants,
which are put in place to protect the
lender in the event of capital value or
income declines.These typically include
loan-to-value and interest coverage protection agreements, so they will, in all
cases, have ratios which need to be maintained throughout the loan.
In relation to the coverage ratio for
example, if a situation presented where,
for whatever reason, the cashflows
being generated by the asset started to
decrease, the interest rate coverage ratio
test will be activated and help protect
the investment through some form of
debt reserve provision or accelerated
repayment requirement.This will enable
lenders to work with the borrower on
the solutions to get the loan back on the
track well ahead of there being any scope
of non-paying or default. n
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INVESTMENT STRATEGY

An asset whose time has come
In a time of uncertainty, Jack Gay, TH Real Estate’s global head of debt, explains
why commercial real estate debt may provide the relative value and downside protection
that investors need

Q

Why is commercial real estate debt so
attractive to investors right now?

Commercial real estate debt offers a significant level of protection, as compared
with many other alternative investment
options.
We recognise that we are late in the
real estate cycle and the economic cycle.
This is true globally and in markets where
we primarily invest, like the US, UK and
Australia. The most attractive feature of
commercial mortgages is the equity cushion within the investment structure, offering protection should there be a decline
in the collateral value at any point in the
future.That added security is the number
one reason why commercial mortgages
have gained interest in recent years.
A second attractive feature of commercial mortgages is the strong relative value,
in terms of the return you can achieve
when compared to other fixed-income
investments. Commercial mortgages as
a private asset class offer a premium to
most other fixed-income alternatives.
Investments in commercial mortgages can
achieve returns in the 6-9 percent range,
which is relatively attractive in a low yield
environment even compared to potential
returns for equity real estate investments.
Mortgage investments benefit from an
equity cushion against the property value,
but you still have a return which measures
up well to both fixed income and equity
alternatives.
In addition, as we continue through
a prolonged low-return and low-interest
rate environment, a lot of an investor’s

Jack Gay

“THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
FEATURE OF COMMERCIAL
MORTGAGES IS THE
EQUITY CUSHION
WITHIN THE INVESTMENT
STRUCTURE, OFFERING
PROTECTION SHOULD
THERE BE A DECLINE IN THE
COLLATERAL VALUE AT ANY
POINT IN THE FUTURE”
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return comes on current pay income, as
opposed to the upside that might be driven
by asset growth. So, in this low-rate, late
cycle environment, investors in commercial mortgages can get a lot of their returns
in the current income, not on a future
hope for growth in asset value.
Finally, the commercial mortgage
lending environment is attractive from a
regulatory perspective. Since the financial
crisis, there have been constraints on the
more traditional regulated lenders which
have diminished their risk appetite and
their absolute volume appetite for commercial mortgages. This has opened the
door for some alternative lenders to fill
the void.

Q

Looking at the largest markets across
the globe, is there a particular jurisdic-

tion the strategy favours right now? Where
are investors focused on?

A big factor driving investor demand is
what currency they want their returns in.
The strength in the dollar has led to attractive opportunities in terms of yield when
you invest dollars in the UK or Australia,
for example. Yields in those countries have
become more attractive to US dollar investors from a year ago, so preferred currency
is a big driver.
Conversely, many Korean investors
have recently faced currency headwinds
in the US. If investors are trying to get
their returns in Korean won, investing in
the US has become more expensive than
it used to be, so that might lead Korean
investors to consider Europe, for example.

FEATURE

While currency is a big part of it,
there are other factors that differ between
regions as well, such as transparency of
the country and legal enforcement remedies available to a lender. So, each region
has features that make it attractive.

Q

How do the two largest markets, Europe
and the US, compare to each other for

commercial real estate debt opportunities?

In Europe, we focus primarily on the UK,
which is the largest market in the region
and has the most liquidity.The index rates
are lower in the UK but the spreads are
a bit wider than in the US. One attractive feature of the UK market is that it
is a very lender-friendly environment
in terms of the enforcement rights. In
the event of a default on a UK mortgage
loan, the lender can foreclose on its collateral in a quick and efficient process. In
addition, UK lenders receive attractive
covenant protections in loan documents;
more attractive and strenuous covenants
compared to the US.

Q

How are investors getting exposure to
the asset class? Do co-investment deals

feature prominently, for example?

Generally, the primary way to get exposure to the commercial mortgage market
is through a mortgage-focused fund, or
through a separate account managed by a
real estate manager.The fund could have a
particular strategy and the investor could
target that fund based on their risk-return
appetite. Funds could be anywhere from a
moderate yielding, more conservative and
less risky investment, all the way up to a
leveraged vehicle that offers double-digit
returns. The fund’s risk profile may be
influenced by the types of loans the fund
is making but also based on the amount of
leverage being applied in the fund vehicle
or in the loan structure itself.
Commerical mortgage debt funds are
an easy way to get exposure because you

“A BIG FACTOR DRIVING
INVESTOR DEMAND IS
WHAT CURRENCY THEY
WANT THEIR RETURNS
IN. THE STRENGTH
IN THE DOLLAR HAS
LED TO ATTRACTIVE
OPPORTUNITIES IN TERMS
OF YIELD WHEN YOU
INVEST DOLLARS IN THE
UK OR AUSTRALIA, FOR
EXAMPLE”
can match your relative risk-return appetite to the fund strategy. Another benefit
of funds – depending on the size of your
investment portfolio – is you are investing alongside other investors, so you benefit from greater diversification in your
investment mix. Portfolio diversification
is a big advantage of commingled fund
investing over separate account investing.
A separate account generally requires a
larger commitment to the vehicle because
you need to have a sizeable pool of capital in order for the manager to create a
diverse investment portfolio within that
segregated account. Generally, if you
have a sizeable amount of capital to put
towards commercial mortgages you may
be able to have a separate account that is
tailored to meet the investor’s risk-return
appetite.

Q

When looking at risk appetite, what
strategies do different types of inves-

tors tend to favour?

Where commerical mortgages fit in an
investment portfolio varies from investor
to investor. On the one hand, you may have
an investor who has a significant allocation to equity investments – whether it
is in real estate or other alternatives. As
we move into the late stages of the real
estate cycle, investors are shifting some

of their equity exposure into mortgage
vehicles. That investor may favour relatively high-yielding commercial mortgage
investments because the investor is derisking from equity, but it is looking at
the returns mortgages can offer against
what it can achieve in the equity markets.
Insurance companies, by contrast,
generally look at commercial mortgages
as part of their fixed income allocation.
For those at the conservative, low-return
end of the spectrum, mortgages are still
attractive because investors are benching their mortgage returns against fixed
income alternatives, not against equity
alternatives.

Q

How does commercial real estate debt
compare with other forms of real estate

investing, and what advantage does it offer
investors over REITs for example?

The important distinction between REIT
debt and commercial mortgages is that one
is in a public asset class and the other is a
private asset class. One attractive feature
of a privately negotiated instrument like
a commercial mortgage is the illiquidity
premium available in a private asset class.
It is harder to access a private instrument
like a commercial mortgage because investors need to build substantial teams and
relationships in order to make investments.
Another important feature, particularly as we are late in the cycle, is that a
privately negotiated commercial mortgage
offers you protection and flexibility in the
event of a downturn. With a mortgage
investment, you have more of a one-on-one
relationship with your borrower, so to the
extent that you need to restructure the
investment, you may be able to renegotiate
the terms of your mortgage in an environment that has just a couple of parties at
the table. If you are investing in a public
bond, you are one of many bondholders
and you don’t have the same control over
the outcome. n
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Commercial real estate
debt capabilities
About us
Nuveen Real Estate is one of the largest real estate investment managers in the
world with $125 billion
of assets under management.
With more than 500 employees* located across 20 cities throughout the United
States, Europe and Asia Paciﬁc, the platform offers unparalleled geographic reach,
and depth of sector expertise.
We work closely with our clients to develop long-term strategic relationships,
to understand their goals and meet their requirements. We have developed our
range of real estate solutions to offer the resilient, enhanced and debt series. Our
debt series is designed to provide investors with access to secure, income-focused
returns. Our strategies may suit prudent investors seeking attractive levels of income
with a measure of downside protection to insulate against short-term market cycles

United States

Europe

investing in CRE debt since

investing in CRE debt since

AUM

AUM

1934
$29.6B

Dedicated domestic origination, asset
management and portfolio teams
Respected name in the lending market
with 80+ years of experience
Extensive history, resources and
capabilities of legacy TIAA debt business
joined with real estate equity sector
expertise

2014
$3.5B

Experienced investment team: previous
track record of underwriting in excess
of $34B of CRE debt, including $20B in
the United Kingdom
Proven origination network, respected
name in lending market
Actively investing across senior, whole,
and mezzanine loans

$33B+
global commercial real
estate debt AUM

50+
dedicated debt
specialists across
our global platform

$5.4B
in global annual
originations based
on 5-year average

Asia Pacific
CRE debt platform launched

2017
2018

closed first transaction

Platform created to leverage the CRE
debt opportunity in Asia Pacific
Established an experienced team
of local debt professionals who
understand the local markets
Actively identifying opportunities
across the Asia Pacific region

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION AND NOT FOR USE BY RETAIL INVESTORS.

For institutional real estate investors seeking secure potential returns,
private debt is an increasingly inviting strategy. No longer a niche play, it has
become a fundamental part of many institutional investors’ allocation. We’ve
been calling it the real estate investment industry’s ‘superfood’ as we believe
a portfolio receives optimal benefit with a healthy serving of CRE debt.

Jack Gay
Managing Director, Head of Debt

The CRE debt opportunity today
In our opinion, it is an opportune time to add commercial real
estate debt to a real estate equity or multi-asset portfolio given the abundance of lending opportunities offering strong relative
value and attractive risk-adjusted returns.
Sizable investment universe
The $4.1T (US*) $1.3T (EU) commercial
and multifamily mortgage market
provides a wide array of investment
opportunities within a variety of
structures.

Stable income
returns
Stable, income-based returns derived
from a diverse set of tenants of various
sizes, in multiple industries and with
staggered lease expirations.

Strong relative value
Historically attractive risk-adjusted returns
relative to ﬁxed income investments and
direct real estate, especially late cyclee.

Lower loss and higher recovery rates
Commercial mortgages which have
security over real estate collateral, have
lower loss and higher recovery rates than
comparable corporate bonds

*Federal Reserve Board as of June 7, 2018

Potentially attractive riskadjusted returns
Allocations to commercial mortgages can
increase expected returns and can lower
return volatility in a multi-asset portfolio.
Portfolio diversification
Commercial mortgages provide
diversiﬁcation to multi-asset portfolios
due to low correlations to most asset
classes.

Investment strategies
Total debt:

Equity and debt by sector:
Retail

Office

Industrial

Super-regional malls

US office

Shopping centres

UK regional office

Multi-let & singletenant

Retail warehouses

Central London office

Outlet malls

Core Europe office

High street

Logistics
Warehousing

Multifamily
residential

Real estate
debt

US luxury apartments

US commercial
mortgages

US workforce housing
US/UK student
housing
UK private rental
sector

Australia office

Urban street

UK commercial
mortgages
Whole loans
Senior loans
Junior/Mezzanine
loans

$33bn equity

$23bn equity

$7bn equity

$11bn equity

$10bn debt

$12bn debt

$4bn debt

$6bn debt

$33bn AUM*
total CRE debt

*All figures as of June 30, 2018 unless otherwise indicated. Debt AUM is private commercial mortgages and single asset CMBS. Total includes
$1bn in alternative sector debt. Equity AUM is direct property including leverage. Excludes public securities, investments in fund of funds and
other/mixed assets totalling c.10bn.
Real estate investments are subject to various risks, including fluctuations in property values, higher expenses or lower income than expected, currency movement risks and potential environmental
problems and liability. Please consider all risks carefully prior to investing in any particular strategy. A portfolio’s concentration in the real estate sector makes it subject to greater risk and volatility
than other portfolios that are more diversified and its value may be substantially affected by economic events in the real estate industry. This material is not intended to be a recommendation or
investment advice, does not constitute a solicitation to buy or sell securities, and is not provided in a fiduciary capacity. The information provided does not take into account the specific objectives
or circumstances of any particular investor, or suggest any specific course of action. Financial professionals should independently evaluate the risks associated with products or services and
exercise independent judgment with respect to their clients. Nuveen Real Estate is a real estate investment management holding company owned by Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
of America (TIAA). Nuveen Real Estate securities products distributed in North America are advised by UK regulated subsidiaries or Nuveen Alternatives Advisors LLC a registered investment
advisor and wholly owned subsidiary of TIAA. This material is provided for informational or educational purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation in any jurisdiction. Moreover, it neither
constitutes an offer to enter into an investment agreement with the recipient of this document nor an invitation to respond to it by making an offer to enter into an investment agreement. This
material may contain “forward-looking” information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things, projections, forecasts, estimates of yields or returns,
and proposed or expected portfolio composition. Moreover, certain historical performance information of other investment vehicles or composite accounts managed by Nuveen has been
included in this material and such performance information is presented by way of example only. No representation is made that the performance presented will be achieved by any Nuveen
funds, or that every assumption made in achieving, calculating or presenting either the forward-looking information or the historical performance information herein has been considered or
stated in preparing this material. Any changes to assumptions that may have been made in preparing this material could have a material impact on the investment returns that are presented
herein by way of example. This material is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities
or to adopt any investment strategy. The information and opinions contained in this material are derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources deemed by Nuveen to be reliable, and
not necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed as to accuracy. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Company name is only for explanatory purposes and does
not constitute as investment advice and is subject to change. Any investments named within this material may not necessarily be held in any funds/accounts managed by Nuveen. Reliance upon
information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader. They do not necessarily reflect the views of any company in the Nuveen Group or any part thereof and no assurances are made
as to their accuracy. • Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Investment involves risk, including loss of principal. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as
well as rise and is not guaranteed. Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies may cause the value of investments to fluctuate.
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private market fundraising
World-class fundraising techniques for private equity, debt,
real estate and infrastructure funds

content highlights:
•

Acquire insight into how LPs are viewing the
fundraising environment and how they are
approaching portfolio construction

•

Optimise your ﬁrm’s preparation with detailed
timelines and plans

•

Take full advantage of ‘non-marketing’ situations
for marketing

•

Familiarise yourself on how to work with
placement agents for an optimal campaign and
with gatekeepers to get your foot in the door

•

Nail that all important face-to-face
presentation…plus much more

available now
Order your copy today:



www.privateequityinternational.com/pmf



customerservices@peimedia.com



London: +44 (0) 20 7566 5444
New York: +1 212 937 0385
Hong Kong: + 852 2153 3844

special offer to subscribers:
Order your copy today quoting SUBBK15 and receive a 15% discount

Investing in skylines
and bottom lines.
As a top five global manager of commercial real estate,
it isn’t business as usual. It’s investing by example.
Visit nuveen.com

ANREV/INREV/NCREIF Fund Manager Survey 2018; survey-illustrated rankings of 162 fund managers globally by
AUM as of 31 Dec 2017. Nuveen provides investment advisory solutions through its investment affiliates.
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DATA ROOM

FUNDS IN MARKET

What’s in store?
PDI breaks down the key data points for funds raising capital in the broader real estate
debt space

146

$51.2bn

Total number of real estate debt funds in market

Total capital targeted by real estate debt
funds in market

RISK APPETITES

LOCAL HEROES

Subordinated and mezzanine debt strategies account for
nearly half of targeted capital

Regionally agnostic funds account for less than a fifth of
targeted capital, while North American strategies account
for half

Other

Latin America
Subordinated/
Mezzanine debt

3%

Distressed debt
23%

1%

Asia-Pacific
North America

12%

Multi-region
18%

44%

50%

30%

19%

Senior debt

Europe

Source: PDI

Source: PDI

SCALED AMBITIONS

US AND THEM

Half of all funds in market are each targeting between
$250m and $1bn in capital commitments (omitting funds
where target is not disclosed)

An overwhelming majority of real estate debt fund
managers currently raising are headquartered in the US
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